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Computational techniques, which preserve the objectivity of incremental constitutive relations, for 

finite elastic or inelastic materials, for finite time steps, during which the material elements may 

undergo finite rotations, are presented. These techniques are useful in finite deformation (finite 
rotations and finite strain) computational analysis of two as well as three dimensional solids and 
structures. 

0. Notation 

a = Uigi = f&g’ a vector, 
A = Afig&’ a second order tensor in 

dyadic notation, 
A 0 a = A! ja’gi, 
A * B = Af;B’kg&, 
A. B =: Ai”& . I,> 

C = C”k’gigj&&, ; c Z A = CYk’Akrgigi, 

v = g’d/&, 
f strain-rate referred to current 

configuration (at time t = to), 

w spin-rate referred to current 
configuration, 

B 

ci 

t 
s 
7 

F 
J 
CT 

r 

strain-rate referred to initial 
configuration (t = 0) 
rate-of-rotation referred to initiai 
configuration (t = 0), 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, 
true (Cauchy) stress in configuration 
at t, 

deformation gradient at t, 

absolute determinant of F, 
.h Kirchhoff stress at t, 
symmetrized Biot-Lure’ stress. 

1. Introduction 

In the interest of readability and completeness, the pertinent ideas are developed from first 
principles. The reader who is well-versed in nonlinear continuum mechanics may find the first 
portion of this note mainly expository in nature. Even in such a case, it is believed that the 
reader will find the treatment here non-standard in nature, for the most part. 

Let P be a point, with a position vector R, in the undeformed body B. Let p be the map of 
P in the deformed con~guration, ‘b’, and let the position vector of p be r. In general, R and r 
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may be measured in arbitrary coordinate frames. Let 

dR = G_, dtJ 

where 5’ are general curvilinear coordinates in B. Then, let 

dr = gi dv’ = gJ dtJ 

(1) 

(2) 

where q’ are another set of curvilinear coordinates in 6; and 5” in ‘b’ are the ‘convected’ or 
‘intrinsic’ coordinates. 

For instance, 5” in ‘B’ as well as vi in ‘b’ can both be Cartesian, while 5” in ‘6‘ will. in 
general, be ‘convected’ into curvilinear coordinates. The deformation gradient tensor, denoted 
here by F, can be defined through 

dr=F.dR=dR.F’, dR = F-’ - dr z dr - Fm’ (3 

The component representation of F is 

F = w giGJ ES GFgKGJ z F)giGJ = )jF*gKGJ 
at’ 

= Ff-,&GLGK = Ff;g,g’ = Fk;:gLgK. (4) 

The (*) in F!,$ is merely to indicate that it is a component in (gLgK) bases and not a 
component in (G,GK) which is represented by F!i. 

Now, consider the true (Cauchy) stress at p in ‘b’, denoted here by 7. Let 

r = r”“‘g,,,g,, = r”*N*gMgN 

and the Kirchhoff stress tensor u be 

u = JT = a”“‘g,,,gn = #“N*gMgN, /“’ = J$)ln; &‘I’N’ = JTM*N’ . 
(6) 

The reason for the introduction of a, and its definition as u = JT, lies primarily in the need to 

define appropriate constitutive laws in inelasticity, such as classical (rate-dependent) elasto- 
plasticity, rate-sensitive visco-plasticity, and creep [ 1 I. 

We will now consider the time-rate of change of base-vectors gM, g,,, etc. as the material 

deforms. Let ZI be the instantaneous (at time t) velocity of the material particle at p. Let 

2, = d”g,,, = v”*gM. 

Denoting by (d/dt) a time-derivative for a fixed material particle, i.e., 5” = constant, we see 
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where ( ):,,. represents a covariant derivative w.r.t. 5” at p (using the metric gm, etc.), and 

u!L- is a second-order tensor. We thus define a velocity-gradient tensor, e, such that 

e = vf,b-gJg M = u,,, I&“‘gn w 

where ( )I,# denotes a covariant derivative w.r.t. 7”. Using the familiar decomposition, 

e=e+o (10) 

where E and w are the strain-rate and spin-rate. respectively, referred to configuration ‘b’, we 
see that 

E = I[ t;,..,$f. + ?&..J.lg”g’, cd=;[u,.,,M.- J M 
UMVIg g . (11) 

From (8) and (9) we see that 

(d/df)(gM) = e ’ g, = (E + w) . g&, . (12) 

If the rate of change of bases gM due to pure-spin alone is identified by (d/dt)g,, then it is seen 
from (12) that 

(&d&k = W * g,u. (13) 

Note that o = - aT by definition. It is easy to see that 

and 
(&dt)(gd = gM . ( W'gL)+(Lc)'gM)'g,.=O~.+~LM =(I (14a) 

-=_ (14b) 

Also. in time dt, the material particle would move to r + u dr, i.e.. a spatial location different 
from p, where the spatial base vectors g,, would be different. Thus, for a fixed material particle 
5’ = constant. the spatial coordinates 77’ would be different. after the particle moves by u dt in 
space. Thus, 

(15) 

where f!,j are Christoffel symbols for spatial coordinates vi at p. Also, from the relation 

g” * g,,, = s ::, (16) 

it is seen that 

dg” - = - [-;;,luJg”’ . 
dt (17) 
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Now, consider the time rate of change of tensor T for a given material 
5’ = constant. 

From (5) it is seen that 

but 

hence, 

(CJ,, = [(s!TJq -+ ,-I(=$+ Pz-;;, + *“‘T;:)]g,,.g,, 

i)r”“’ 

= K-) ift r) 

-t t/P’* II g,,,g, = $$ gmgn * I 

particle. i-e., 

(1x1 

(20) 

Thus, by definition, DP;IDt is the t~t~f or ~rzute~i~f or ~u~st~~ti~l derivative of Fn for a fixed 
material particle, 8’ = const. Now, D/Dt is defined as: 

g = [y + ?_I’( ,I, 
r) 

(21) 

where ( )I1 denotes a covariant differentiation w.r.t. spatial coordinates q’. Likewise one may 

show that 

Dx,,,, 
= Dt g&I = Dt g”‘g” 

DC’ r)7;,:. 
= Dt&g” = Dt - g”g,* = E (by de~nition) . (22) 

Now, we know that (dr/dt), was brought about by not only the strain E, but also the spin u) of 
the material. However, if the strain-rate were zero, or the local material motion was 
characterized by pure-spin, objectivity demands that there should be no stress-increment noted 
by an observer who is spinning along with the material [2]. 

It is instructive to follow the following fundamental concepts in deriving such an objective 
stress-rate which vanishes from the viewpoint of an observer who is spinning along with the 
material, when the material undergoes a pure-spin. 

First note that the material derivative of 7 in (22) is expressed in components along bases 
g,,,, g, at p. At time t + dt, the total stress on the material particle is 

(7) r+dr = ( 7 
nln + I)?‘* 

-dt g,g,. 
> 

(23) 
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Now, the convected base vectors at t + dt are 

+dte*g,)= (I+dte).g, (24) 

where I is the identity tensor (I = gKMgKgM) of the convected bases at p at time t. Suppose 
now that & are base vectors which o&y spin with the material, but do not stretch. Then, as 
seen before, 

125) 

Let FN* be the components of (I) t+dt along the bases &. Then 

DTmn 
7 nMXN*&&, = 7mn + it dt g,g, . 

> 
(26) 

Using (2.51, we have 

7 A”*Na(S~~fdtwf;l;*)(rli~:+dtof(r;,)&gK= F+Kdt)g&,. (27) 

Let, by definition, 

* M*N’ 
^‘%FN” 
7 E (~~*~‘)att + 5 dt . 

Using (28) and (27) we see 

7 
L*K* + dTL*K* 

dtdt+T L”N”wfC”; & + TM*N* 
o% dt + O(dt*) gdK = 

I 

= 7 ( inn + Drmn 
=dt g,g,. 

> 

Now. we note the identities at t 

Using (30) in (29) we note that 

Since 07,’ = -win. Thus, 

1 [ DT = Dt-7.W’---. I 

(29) 

(31) 



Thus we may define 

Thus, (31) can be written as 

&-pT 
dt ~+T’Lt)-Lc)‘T. (34) 

From the above it is evident that &df is the rate of increase of stress in a basis system that is 

it is referred to as the 
rate, ‘Jaumartn‘ rate. or 

spinning rigidly along with the material element. For this reason, 
‘co-rotational’ stress-rate. It is variousfy referred to as the ‘Zaremba’ 
the ‘rigid-body’ rate 121. 

L.ikewise, 

c 
dv Dcr -----ZZT -+@‘W-W*f117 
dt Dt 

but 

since [Zj 

DJ 

thus, finally, 

(35) 

(3r;) 

(37) 

It turns out that in finite ~~e~a~~~c~ty theories, if a rate constitutive law is postulated between 
&‘dt and Y via a potential, then a potential does not exist for the rates oft, s, and r (which are 
defined in the section on Notation at the beginning of this paper) which may be necessary in 



variational formulations of the problem. The basic problem lies with the e!‘k term. This is 
remedied by postulating a constitutive law between &/dt and 4. (Of course, there may be 
other reasons for postulating a constitutive model based on duldt; see [l, 31 for further 
details.) 

It should be remarked that an infinite variety of objective stress rates can be derived. 
However, they differ from each other by terms involving E only. The basic stress-rate, the 
above co-rotational rate, will suffice for the purposes of present discussion. 

It should be noted that in carrying out the transformation of the stress tensor to the 
spinning coordinate system as in (29), terms of order (dt)’ were ignored, in the limit as dt -+ 0. 
In computations mechanics, the time increment (At) will be finite. Thus, the remainder of the 
paper is devoted to maintaining ‘objectivity’, over finite time-steps, for the incremental 
consitutive laws. 

2. Objectivity for finite time-step At 

Recall that the bases, which rigidly-spin with the material, are given, as in (13), by 
(&dt)gM = cr) * gM. This equation is valid at time to_ If o is given as a function of time, the equation 
for the spinning (but not stretching) bases g M at any time after to can likewise be given by 

Let 

-$=U(t)*&. (3% 

&(t) = R(t) * gdto) . (40) 

Thus, (39) becomes, 

-$R=w(t).R(t)=M. (41) 

If o is skew-symmetric, then the solution R(t) of the matrix (tensor)-differential equation (41) 
is always a rotation. Thus if o has trace zero, then R has a determinant of one. Now we 
consider the differential equation (41) subject to the initial condition, 

R(h) = I . (42) 

The application to computational finite deformation analyses requires that any numerical 
solution of (41~(42) be always a rotation tensor. The usual Euler approximation 

R(to+ t) = [I + w(to)At] - R(to) (43) 

violates this requirement and is therefore unsatisfactory. Clearly the same objection also 
applies to similar schemes of higher order than in (43). 
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Such direct approximations treat R as a general (n x n) matrix; in fact R being a rotation, 
really depends on only 4 n(n - 1) parameters (the three Euler-angles in 3-dimensions. for 
instance). Denote these parameters by 0, and reformulate (41) as 

If Oi(to + At) is an approximate solution of (44), then R[ ei(t,, + At)] is an approximate solution 
of (41), and is always a rotation. Unfortunately, this approach replaces a simple linear system 
(41) by a nonlinear one. 

Many other methods are possible which will also enforce the constraint that the ap- 
proximate solution of (41) be a rotation tensor. Here we will investigate one possibility in 
detail. Let t” be some time-point such that to 5 t* 5 to + At (say t* = to + PAt, 0 < p < I), and 
replace m(t) in (41) by the constant value w* = co(t*). Then the exact solution of the thu 
modified (41~(42) is 

R*(tO + At) = e”*dr - I . (45 

Equation (45) may be considered as an approximate solution of (41). 
In a 2-dimensional case, a comparison is possible between the approximation (45) and the 

exact solution which may be expressed in quadratures: given the 2-dimensional skew- 

symmetric matrix 

w(r)=W)[_:’ h] 

one readily verifies that 

w(t) - cos 0 

[- 

sin 0 
e - 1 sin 8 cos 8 . 

Hence the solution of (41)-(42) is 

R(t) = exp m(T)dr 
> 

The accuracy of the approximate solution (45) thus depends on the quantity 

R(t) - R*-' = exp o(r)dr- m*At . 
11, 

(46, 

(37) 

(4X) 

and thus on the quantity 

A= W(T) dr - co’:& (49) 
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The choice 

t* = t,,+;At (50) 

produces the best accuracy for formulae of this type; Taylor series expansion shows that [4] 

A - (At)’ . (51) 

In 3-dimensional cases, a sohttion of (41) in quadrature is not possible because 3-dimen- 
sional antisy~et~c matrices do not commute, but obey instead the co~utation relations: 

[R,,R2]=R,*R-L!-R2.R1=R3, IRz, R3] = RI, IRS> R,l = R, , (52) 

R,=[I _; i], Ri=[ _; i i], R3=[-; g ;]. 

Even in the case of 3-dimensions, the approximation as in (45) and (50) remains reasonable; 
and still has order 2. Expanding the exact solution of (41) in a Taylor series about to, we have 

R(t,+At)= I+~(t~)At+~~(~~)(A~)*+ = . . (53) 

and in view of (41), 

Wto+At)= I+ m(to)At+4[w”(to)+ cj(tc,)]At2+O(At3). (54) 

On the other hand, the approximate solution is: 

R*(& + At) = eo(m+A~/2)dr 

= I+ ~(t~+~At)At+~~‘(t*+~At)At*+. . . 

= I + [w&) + ~Atcj(t,) + . . -]At + ~[a%) + Atu(t*)~(t*)+ + + .]At2 

=~+u(to)At+;[ti(t,)+w2(to)]At2+O(At3). (55) 

Comparison of (54) and (55) shows that the difference between the exact and approximate 
solutions is of order (At)3. 

The application of the approximate solution (45) requires formulae for exponentiating 
skew-symmetric matrices. Using the notation of (52), let 

By the well-known Cayley-Hamilton theorem [5], o satisfies 

~2+mo=o, fl*=0:+0;+0~. (57) 
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Therefore, 

(5X) 

or. in terms of the normalized matrix & = W/O 

Thus, the approximate solution of (45) can be written out when, in (Sg), o is identified as 
w = a*&; w” = w(t,,+ &It,. 

Somewhat simpler formulae result from applying the complex representation of the rotation 
group 161. Rotations are represented by 2 x 2 complex matrices of the form 

where /3” is the complex conjugate of p, etc., so that 

s-1 = s* 

where S’” is the ~ermitian transpose of S. 
Let the point (x, y. z) correspond to the matrix: 

V(x. y. Z)” 
[ 

? 
y+i.z 

y-12 1 --X . 
Then any rotation can be written as 

vt-&vs* 

The matrices corresponding to R,, RZ, and R3 in (52) are 

(61) 

(fill 

(63j 

(64) 

and the general 3-dimensional antisymmetric matrix corresponds to a linear combination 

L=p,L,+p?L,-tpiL,. (65) 

From (64) it follows 

and the exponentiation formula becomes 

eL=cospI+sinpL/p. (67) 



S. W. Key f7f has brought to the authors’ attention, a related result due to Hughes and 
Winget [Si. By using the generalized mid-point rule, it was shown that, in the present notation, 

R(t,, + At) = [I - aAma I-‘[1 -t- (1 - a)Aw, ] (fw 

where do, is the rotation w at time t, = to+ Ata. 
It was shown in 181 that in order for R in (68) to be a rotation and to thus maintain 

incremental objectivity, cy = $. In fact, it turns out that this result is also proved in the 
well-known classic book by Courant and Hilbert 191. It is seen from (68) that, in the general 
3-dimensional case, the tensor [I - cro, 1 must be inverted, at each material point, Not too 
insignificantly, moreover, the results in f81 were based on fixed Cartesian reference frames 
being used. 

In contrast, in the present development, (41~(671, the requirement that R be a rotation at all 
times, has been imposed a priori on all approximate solutions, and the principle of objectivity 
is met by definition, a priori. In the general 3-dimensional case, no tensor inversion is 
necessary, The results in the present case, moreover, apply to general curvilinear coordinates. 

3. Algorithm for maintaining objectivity in finite time steps 

As in (its), the orthogonal rotation during the time increment At is approximated by 

one needs to calculate w*. By definition, 

(70) 

wherein 2t = u(t) and V, is defined as 

(73) 

Let the gradient operator at t* = to-t- $At be V,* such that, in convected coordinates, 

v,* = g’ft*)a/ag” 

Recall that g” - gL = Si. Hence 

VW 

dgJ 
gL dt 

--=_g~ .da 
dt --gJ”v~gK=-~~*~ 



Thus, 

dgJ 
----0 

J' I. 

dt .L*g . (74b) 

Hence, 

g”(t*) = (8; - $Au;;*)gLQc,) . (7&q)’ 
Hence, 

where 
w(t*)At = ;[(V,.u)’ - (V,*u)]At I- $[(V,.Au)t - (V,.Au)] (75) 

Au = VAT = v”g,at = Ad +g, _ 1761 

If, on the other hand, a fixed reference frame, say a Cartesian one, is used, 

V,* = eifY/iaxi(t*) 

where xi(t*) are Cartesian coordinates of 
Cartesian frames, 

Here, 
w(t*fAt = ;[(V,.Au)f - (V,+Au)] . 

and 

AU = uA~ = Actiei 

(77) 

the material particle at time t*; hence, for fixed 

(7X) I 

(79, ) 

(79b ) 

Now, for an inelastic material. the rate constitutive law is in general expressed as a linear 
relation between the co-rotational rate of Kirchhoff stress, &/dt, and the strain rate E as 

ilu/dt = 5 : l (X()1 

where @ in general consists of a purely elastic part, as weil as an inelastic part which may 
depend on the history of straining (see [ 1,3[ for further details). 

Integrating (%I), one finds that’ 

do = &(t*) : +At (81) 

where lZ(t*) is evaluated at t” and e,+ is given by 

e,*At = $[(V,-Au)’ + (V,.Au)j (52) 

wherein V,* and Au are defined for alternate coordinate systems through (74), (76) and (77)-(79) 
respectively. 

It should now be noted that L&F is the co-rotations inurement of Kirchhoff stress in a finite 

‘Here, the implicit approximation is made that the velocity is constant over the finite time step, ft. 
‘Of course, the general concepts presented here can be used to generate sub-incremental algorithms For more 

complicated constitutive laws. 



time-step. To find the material-increment of stress, namely 

Au= I 
@‘At rj7 

to 
Dtdt, (83) 

one can perform the same operations as in (23~(34). To this end, note the following relations 

Thus, at time t,, + At, the material stress is 

u K*L* + &K-L’ = R VC&,M*N* + &M*N*)R *$ , 636) 

(a + Aa) = R* . (a + do) * R*-’ = R*(a + Acr)R*:" . (87) 

It should be noted that (87) is based on the choice that da = ~~~-~*~~N where $& = 
&(t + At). On th e other hand, since do is being evaluated at t” = t + ;At as in (81), one may 
alternately consider the algorithm based on the corotational stress-increment at t*, as 

one can then use the approximation, 

kiti=& = A* * gM, A*.A*=R*, A” 2= R”‘/2 _ 
(89) 

Thus, in place of (85) one may alternately write that 

or 

#*N*gdN + &M*N*$$g = tu~*~* + A~M*N*)~&~ (90) 

(a+Aa)=R* .~.R*‘+A”.A,.A*‘_ (91) 

Results analogous to that in (91) were used by Key et al. [7]. Even in a Cartesian coordinate 
system, the above results, (87) and (91) are somewhat different from that proposed in [8], 
which, in the present notation, becomes 

(a + Aa) = R*~TR*’ + Aa. (92) 

Results for finite rotations analogous to those of the present paper have been given in 
110-121. Reference 1111 contains a treatment of large strains using ab initio objective static and 
kinematic quantities. 
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4. Closure 

Fundamental concepts relating to objectivity of incremental stress-strain relations have been 
briefly summarized. Computational algorithms to retain objectivity of these relations over 
finite time steps in 2- or 3-dimensional finite deformation analysis of structures have been 

discussed. 
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